Climb Maryland!

Covering over 500 routes in 22 areas, Climb Maryland! is the first comprehensive guide to the surprising wealth of climbing in central Maryland—from well-known climbing destinations to hidden crags practically at your doorstep.

In this guide you'll find:
- Multi-pitch routes & boulder problems
- More top-rope routes than you can shake a ‘biner at
- Clear directions and maps to the crags
- Geology, history & known access issues
- Local places to eat and camp

Climbing abounds in central Maryland; get out there and get vertical!

“Climb Maryland rock climbing. ‘Comprehensive’ might be an understatement!” —Eric J. Horst, author of Rock Climbing: Virginia, Maryland, West Virginia

“This well researched guidebook belongs in every daydreaming, future and ‘has been’ climbing bums’ pack. A big thanks to Indy from all of us in the climbing community for doing the leg work.” —Chris Warner, owner of the EarthTREKS Climbing Center

“This guide book almost makes me want to move back to Maryland, from living in the mountains of Colorado.” —Rob Savoye
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